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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

Disclosed is a non-vented electrical connector de 
signed to mate with a connection to a transformer or 
the like in a primary power distribution system. The 
connector will mate with and make electrical connec 
tion with a load break terminator as used in such sys 
tems, so that an electrical circuit carrying high cur~ 
rents at elevated voltage levels may be broken in the 
field without harm to the service personnel making 
and breaking the connection. The connector has inter 
nal members for suppressing the arc generated by high 
current, high voltage circuit openings and closures. In 
addition, the connector has internal structure for rap 
idly condensing and diffusing gases formed within the 
connector by an arc. 1n this way, the gas pressure de 
veloped in the connector is relieved to prevent pres 
sure blowouts of the terminator. The gas condensing 7 
structure shown includes further, a multiple thickness 
tubular screen, which may be comprised of a length of 
fine mesh screen coiled into a tubular form. In addi 
tion, the connector has an internal scraping member 
which contacts the arc follower and removes surface 
contaminants to prevent such contaminants from add 
ing to an arc and to prevent secondary arcing due to 
the presence of such‘ contaminants in the path of an 
arc. - 1 

16 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures 
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTION FOR HIGH 
v VOLTAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
The present invention is designed to receive a load 

break terminator of the type disclosed in co-pending 
application Ser. No. 85,651, ?led on'Oct. 30, 1970, by 
R. A. Strain, for “Waterproof High Voltage Connec 
tion Apparatus" andassigned to the assignee hereof. In 
the application noted, there is shown an elbow termina 
tor which, in oneform, may be rated at standard 200 
‘amp, 8.3 kv for connecting a shielded cable detachably 
in conjunction with a suitable plug to a power trans 
former or the like. For effecting the electrical contact 
with the connector the terminator has a central con 
ductive‘ electrode with an arc follower pilot rod at its 
exposed tip. The are follower,’ as mentioned, has an 
elongated tip or rod of arcsuppressing dielectric mate 
rial. ‘ 

Arc followers are designed to enter the axial cavity 
of a connector. The connector, as mentioned, may be 
electrically connected at its other end to a distribution 
transformer and thus ‘must carry heavy current at ele 
vated voltages from thetransformer to the terminator. 
During entry of the terminator electrode into the con 
nector cavity, ?rst the suppressor and then the conduc 
tive body of the electrode will pass through a tube of 

- arc suppressant or are snuf?ng material until the con 
ductive body of the electrode electrically contacts a fe 
male body; member'of conductive material. ' 
The connection between the terminator and the con 

nector is designed to be closed and opened under nomi 
nal power distribution voltages and currents, with the 
power on. With voltages and amperages of the magni 
tudes, as is known in mean, arcs are generated during 
the passage of the terminator electrode into and out of 
‘the connector. The are suppressant materials are used 
to cut down the arc but they do not completely sup 
press the arc and, as a result, there may be a rapid inter 
nal pressure buildup in the connector cavity. 

It is, of course, well known in the art that arc 
generated pressure within a closed connector cavity, if 
unrelieved, can shove the elbow or terminator back out 
of the connector with a snap-action speed, opening the 
circuit, and possibly harming the person opening or 
closing the circuit. ' ‘ 

" To relieve such pressure within the connector cavity, 
some systems have used venting to the outside of the 
connector. in some cases, two compartments are 
formed within the connector cavity. The compartments 
are connected to one-way valves designed to blow out 
under heavy pressure and thus vent the pressure from 
the ?rst compartment to the second compartment after 
dissipating some of the pressure. 

> Other systems have employed a ?exible cable con 
nected to a slidable femaleconductive structure. On 
the occurrence of arcing and its resultant internal pres 
sure within the connector, the pressure tends to gener 
ate piston action forcing'the female structure to ad 
vance rapidly toward the arc follower conductor. Rapid 
advance of the female structure will cause the follower 
to-connector circuit to close rapidly, thus terminating 
the ‘arc. The ?exible cable maintains the closed circuit 
condition between the female structure to the trans— 
former. 
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These solutions require moving parts such as valves 

and pistons and generate internal movements resulting 
from arc-induced pressure. Naturally, any system 
which tends to subject pistons and valves to elevated 
temperatures and pressures will tend to have a short life 
and may readily fail in service. Any system which does 
not rely on moving parts will be more capable of pro 
viding more foolproof action capable of continuous 
positive service, at reasonable cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a non-vented, load 
break connector for connection to a power distribution 
member such as a transformer by means of a stud con 
nection or the like. The connector is capable of detach 
ably receiving at its other end a load break terminator 
for connection to a primary line comprisinga grounded 
shield cable. - 

The connector is designed to permit the terminator 
to be safely connected and disconnected from ‘the 
bushing with nominal power distribution voltages and 
currents energized. Also, with nominal distribution 
fault current ready to ?ow through the connection at 
the start of connect, the connector may bedamaged 
but the operator performing the connecting should not 
be harmed, provided the circuit is protected by ade 
quate circuit protection devices. ‘ 
The are suppression features used herein include ‘the 

use of an arc snuffer tube within the connector entry 
area for receiving the arc follower of the terminator 
electrode to aid in ‘suppressing a generated are. In addi 
tion, at the rear of the connector cavity, there is pro 
vided a coaxially disposed con?gured connector plug 
end opposing an arc-generated pressure wave. Within 
the plug end is ?tted one 'end of a mesh screen multiple I 
thickness tube. The tube opening is in communication 
with the cavity of the connector in which an arc would 
be formed so that produced gases enter the tube core. 
The mesh screen of the tube rapidly condenses the 
gases to relieve the pressure in the bushing cavity. The 
large surface area of the screen within the tube enables 
the screen to condense a large volume of gas in a short 
span of time and thereby dissipate the internal pres 
sures within the‘connector. ‘ 

In addition, there is provided intermediately within 
the connector, a scraper ring of arc suppressant dielec 
tric material positioned to engage the wall of the arc 
follower and scrape contaminants from the follower 
during making or breaking of the circuit. By removing 
contaminants, the problems of secondary arcing and 
continuation of the main are due to the pressure of con 
taminants is reduced to a minimum. 

It is, therefore, an object of the invention to provide 
a new and improved connector for use with a load 
break terminator. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a con 
nector within which a heavy power carrying circuit can 
be made and broken safely. / 

It is a further object of the invention to provide a load 
break connector with improved internal pressure re 
lieving structure. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a load 
break connector in whose internal cavity is mounted a 
gas condensing and cooling structure. 
These and other objects, features and advantages of 

the invention will become apparent from the following 
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speci?cation viewed in conjunction with the accompa 
nying drawings. 

BRIEF'DESCRIPTION OF THE ‘DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a side elevational view of a load break termi 
nator and receiving connector (both partially broken 
away to show the interior thereof) aligned with respect 
to one another and spaced from one another; 
FIG. 2'is a sectional view through the connector in 

ternal body member of FIG. 1', 
‘ FIG. 3 is a sectional view through the outer housing 
of the connector of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view through the arc snuf?ng 
member of FIG. 1; ' 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view taken along lines 5-5 of 

FIG. 3; and ' 
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of a load break con 

nector partially broken away to show the interior of a 
second embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
Turning to the drawings, in FIG. 1, we show a load 

break elbow terminator ‘10 of the type shown in co 
pending U.S. Patrapplication ‘Ser. No. 85,651, ?led 
Oct. 30, 1970 by R. A. ‘Strain, and assigned to the as 
signee hereof. The load breakterminator is of the type 
which’ is connected at one end to the conductor of a 
grounded sheathed cable 16. The cable is connected to 
a conductive member-or splice within the terminator 
dielectric and semiconductive housing (as described in 
the cited reference). ‘The conductive member is, in 
turn, rigidly connected to a central conductive elec 
trode 14 in rod form coaxially disposed within a hollow 
tubular open end of the housing 12. The electrode 14 
is recessed from the open end 18 of the housing and has 
connected to its outer end a dowel rod 20 of suitable 
arc suppressant dielectric material. The follower acts as 
a pilot or guide for the electrode and serves an arc sup 
pressing function, as is well known in the art. 
The'connector 30, one form of which is shown in 

FIGS. 1-3,,is designed to mate‘with the terminator 10. 
The connector has an outer dielectric housing 32 which 
may be molded rubber. The housing incorporates a 
“molded-on" ground shield which will establish a 
ground plane about the exposed portion of the connec 
tor upon installation, and decreases the electrical stress 
?eld level in that'area. The insulation of the housing 
may be pressure molded rubber and the ground shield 
may be of a semi-conductive elastomer. This housing 
has an entry end sized to mate with and ?t snugly into 
the open end of terminator housing 12. Fitted tightly 
within the connector housing 32 is an open-ended cop 
per tube or body shell 34. The open mouth end 36 of 
shell 34 is recessed from the entry opening of the hous 
ing to eliminate the risk of any inadvertant contact. The 
tube or shell extends in a plurality of progressively 
stepped or tapered sections 38, 40 and 42 of greater di 
ameter to its open remote end 44, as will be described 
later. 
The entrance to the tube adjacent mouth end 36 is 

internally threaded at section 50 to receive a comple 
mentarily threaded tube-like arc snuffer 52, shown in 
detail in FIG. 4. The arc snuffer 52 may be fabricated 
of arc suppressant material like that of the arc follower 
rod of the terminator and is designed to remain in the 
connector until replaced. A suitable material for use in 
the arc snuffer is a material composed of polyoxymeth 
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4 
ylene, with glass ?ber or borosilicate ?ller. The are 
snuffer is suitably externally threaded along its outer 
surface 54 to mate with the threaded copper tube at 
section 50. The snuffer has central bore 56 sized to re 
ceive the terminator arc follower rod 20 and also the 
terminator electrode 14. The outer end 58 of the 
snuffer bore is internally chamfered to receive and 
guide the follower rod 20, and its periphery is ?ared at 
?ange 59 to rest against the opening of the connector 
housing 32. 
Within copper tube 34, as seen best in FIG. 2, there 

is ?tted a tubular female contacting member or receiv 
ing electrode 60 fabricated of copper or the like, which 
has a rear body portion 62 ?tted tightly and suitably 
crimped within the adjacent body section 38 of tube 
34. The receiving electrode 60 has as its forward end 
an inwardly tapered terminator electrode receiving sec 
tion 64 spaced from the innermost edge 66 of arc 
snuffer 52. The receiving section is slitted with two dia 
metrically spaced slits 70 extending from the receiving 
mouth end 72 to a line near its body portion 62. The 
slits produce a resilient mouth end, the mouth end ter 
minating in an out-turned lip 74 which serves as a re 
tainer for the‘ holding ring or washer 76. Ring 76, which 
may ‘be fabricated of tin-plated metal, is ?tted about 
the outside of the female contacting member 60 adja 
cent its mouth end to limit the expansion of this slitted 
end of the contacting member in response to spreading 
forces. 
.The copper tube or shell 34 tapers outwardly in a 

rearward direction from body section 38 through the 
tapered section 40 to the enlarged end section 42. Sec 
tion 4 is of length slightly longer than its diameter, its 
inner diameter being approximately twice that of 
snuffer tube 52. Section 42, in turn, leads to the in 
turned rearmost end 44 of shell 34. Within end 44 is 
mounted an end plug 80 of cylindrical shape sized to ?t 
tightly within the shell end. The end plug 80 has a body 
of some thickness which may be copper or the like and 
has a threaded bore 82, coaxial with the shell axis. In 
fabrication of the shell 34, the end plug may be inserted 
within section 42‘and the remote end 44 formed over 
the curved edge 84 of the plug to ?rmly lock the end 
plug in place, leaving the bore 82 open for connection 
to a conductive stud (not shown). 
End plug 80 has a toroidal slot 90 in its inner wall 92, 

the slot 90 being concentric about the bore 82. By pro 
viding slot 90 in the otherwise smooth plug surface, we 
provide a con?gured or roughened wall in'the path of 
a pressure wave to break up the wave and thereby aid 
in diffusing the generated pressure. To enhance these 
effects, we‘ further use slot 90 to seat one end of a tubu 
lar screen member 94. Screen member 94 may com 
prise a length of ?ne mesh screening rolled or coiled 
into a tight cylindrical tube 96 having a number of 
thicknesses of screen comprising the wall thickness of 
the cylindrical tube. 
We have found that a screen of 20 square mesh, 

0.015 inch diameter wire, preferably copper, with a 
plurality of thicknesses wound into tubular form per 
forms quite satisfactorily. Further, we have found that 
even superior pressure relieving characteristics result if 
we plate the screen with a plating of a metal of the tran 
sition metal grouping such as nickel, platinum, or palla 
dium, the plating being up to 0.001 inch thick. 
As mentioned in the preferred form, we use a spirally 

wound tube, and to hold the spiral screen together, one 
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end of the screen tube may have angularly spaced 
soldered points joining the screen thicknesses to 
gether. Thetube rests within the toro'dial slots 90 and 
extends'for virtually the entire length of body shell sec 
tion 42, a distance which may approximate’ one and a 
half inches or more. I 
The principle of operation of our invention may be 

summarized as follows: When a circuit between the 
electrode 14 of the terminator and the receiving elec 
trode 60 is either being opened or closed, an arc is gen 
erated which will be partially suppressed by the arc fol 
lower 18 and the snuffer 52. Such an arc will tend to 
‘generate a high pressure wave within the connector 
shell cavity. This wave will pass down the shell and will 
enter the expanded cavity section 42 and will thereby 
be somewhat reduced in intensity.v The wave will also 
reach the screen 94. The large available surface area on 
the screen will buffer the pressure wave. In addition, 
the niany screen sheet ends confronting the wave will 
even further buffer and diffuse the pressure wave. The 
screen will tend to condense and cool the gas on ‘its 
multiplicity of surfaces. Further, the con?gured nature 
of the screen inconjunction with the slotted face of end 

I plug 82 will soften and break-up the shock wave. While 
other screen configurations are possible, we ?nd that a 
single spiral sheet wound into a multiplethickness tube 

I provides excellent shock wave dissipation and conden 
sation of the gas pressure wave. With the pressure dissi 
pated and the gas cooled, the circuit may be readily 
closed or opened in the energized condition with no ad 
verse reaction to the intended action. 

: As mentioned, previously, we ?nd that by plating the 
sheet of screen 94 with either nickel, platinum or palla 
dium prior to assembly, the plating material acts as a 
catalyst to speed the condensation and cooling of the 
gas on the screen mesh. 

In FIG. 6, we show ‘an added feature of our invention. 
In this ?gure, we show a connector similar to that of the 
prior FIGS. l-5, with its outer dielectric housing 32, a 
copper shell 34,‘ a screen tube 96 and a modified re 
ceiving electrode 160 corresponding to receiving elec 
trode 60 of the first embodiment. 
The receiving electrode 160 adjacent its inward end 

has a section internally threadedas indicated by the 
reference character 161. Mated with the threading 161 
is an externally threaded scraping member 163. Mem 
ber 163 is threaded into the connector and presents its 
bore 165 to the arc follower rod 18 of the terminator. 
The bore 165 is tapered from its minimum diameter 
167 at the end adapted to receive the follower rod 18 
and the bore tapers outwardly therefrom. The mini 
mum diameter 167 is sized to provide an interference 
lit with the follower of approximately 0.002 inch to 
0.004 inch at diameter _167. The maximum diameter at 
the rear end of the scraperbore may be in the range of 
0.010 inch clearance ?t. Thus, the scraper receives the 
rod tightly and scrapes from the rod all contaminants. 

If contaminants or adhering bits of conductive mate 
rial or dielectriematerial are picked up by the rod in 

- wardly of the minimum diameter edge of the scraper 
member, they will be scraped off the rod during its 
movement toward the position of FIG]. Thus, the rod 
will be scraped clean during its removal and the con 
taminants fall backwardly down the tapered bore and, 
thus, will not add to the arc length‘ or draw the arc to 
even longer lengths than its voltage would indicate. The 
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scraping action further tends to minimize the arc and 
thereby reduce the pressure in the connector cavity. 
Preferably, the scraping member is fabricated of arc 
suppressant dielectric material similar to that of arc fol 
lower 18 and snuffer 52. - 
While there has been described what is at present 

thought to be the preferred embodiments of the inven~ 
tion, it is understood that modi?cation may be made 
therein, and it is intended'to cover in the appended 
claims all such modi?cations which fall within the true 
spirit and scope of the following claims. 
We claim: 
1. A connector for receiving a load break terminator 

having a central conductive electrode‘, ‘said connector 
comprising an electrode for receiving said terminator 
electrodethrough an open face at one end of said con 
nector and for engaging said terminator electrode to 
complete a current transmitting path therebetween, 
a conductive body in said connector for completing 
a heavy power transmitting path from said receiv 
ing electrode to a connecting member at the re 
mote end of said connector, 

a housing surrounding said conductive body to en 
close said conductive body and produce an other 

, wise closed cavity therein, 
an arc suppressant, member adjacent the open face of 

said connector for receiving said terminator elec 
trode prior to entry and after removal of the termi 
nator electrode from the receiving electrode, said 
body, including a sidewall tapering from said open 
face end to produce a flow path of successively in 

' creasing‘ section, a pressure relieving member 
within said conductive body cavity, said relieving 

I member comprising a tubular member of mesh 
screen, 

means positioning said member said body cavity sub 
stantially concentrically within said flow path adja 
cent said remote end to receive and condense a 
pressure wave generated by an arc during entry or 
removal of said terminator from said connector. 

2. A connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
tubular member comprises a. metallic, mesh screen 
wound spirally into tubular form. 

3. A connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein said 
tubular’member is fabricated ‘of a sheet of ?ne mesh 
copper screening con?gured into tubular form. 

4. A connector as claimed in claim ll, wherein said 
tubular member comprises a copper mesh screen tube 
plated with a transition metal. 

5. A connector as claimed in claim 3, wherein said 
tubular member comprises a nickel-plated sheet of 
screen material. 

6. A connector as claimed in claim 3, wherein said 
tubular member comprises a platinum~plated sheet of 
screen material. 

7. A connector as claimed in claim 3, wherein said 
tubular member comprises a palladium-plated sheet of 
screen material. 

8. A connector as claimed in claim 1, wherein there 
. is interposed between said connector and said tubular 
member 
a tubular scraping edge of dielectric material axially 
aligned in said cavity to engage the arc follower in 
surface contact therewith, and 

a surface positioned to deposit material scraped from 
said follower adjacent said screen. 
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9. A receivingconnector for a load break terminator 
having , ' - ' 

a central conductive, rod-shaped electrode with an 
arc follower at the exposed end thereof, 

said connector comprising an annular receiving elec 
trode for receiving said terminator electrode 
through an open face at one end of said connector 
and for engaging said terminator electrode to com 
plete a current transmitting path between said elec 
trodes, 

a conductive body in said connector for completing 
a heavy power transmitting path from said receiv 

‘ ing electrode to a connecting member at the re 
mote end of said bushing, 

a housing surrounding said conductive body to en 
close said conductive body and produce an other 
wise closed cavity therein, ‘ 

an arc suppressant member adjacent the open face of 
said connector for receiving said terminator elec 
trode prior to entry and after removal of the tenni 
nator electrode from the receiving electrode, 

and a pressure relieving member vwithin said conduc 
tive body cavity, _ 

and a scraping member disposed coaxially of said re 
ceiving electrode, ‘ 

means mounting said scraping member inwardly of 
said receiving electrode in position to engage said 
terminator electrode and follower, > 

said scraping member comprising a ring sized to in 
terferingly receive the arc follower and scrape ma 
terials therefrom, ’ 

said scraper member tapered from said ring topde 
posit scraped materials rearwardly of said receiving 
electrode. 

10. A connector as claimed in claim 9, wherein said 
scraper ring is fabricated of dielectric, arc-suppressant 
material. ‘ , 

11. A receiving connector for a load break termina 
tor having a central conductive electrode, said connec 
tor comprising an electrode for receiving said termina 
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8 
tor electrode through an open face at one end of said 
connector and for engaging said terminator electrode 
to complete a current transmitting path therebetween, 
a conductive body in said connector for completing a 
heavy power transmitting path from said receiving elec 
trode to connecting member at the remote end of said 
connector, a housing surrounding said conductive body 
to enclose said conductive body and produce an other 
wise closed and walled cavity therein, an arc snu?'mg 
member adjacent the open face of said connector for 
receiving said terminator electrode prior to entry and 
after removal of the terminator electrode from the re 
ceiving electrode, the walls of said cavity positioned to 
channel a pressure wave generated by an arc toward 
said remote end during entry or removal of said termi 
nator from said connector, and means within said con 
ductive body cavity for condensing and diffusing a 
pressure wave, said last-mentioned means comprising 
a contoured member contained inwardly of the axial 
extension of the walls of the cavity and extending into 
said cavity from said remote end within the path of the 
pressure wave to diffuse the generated pressure wave 
channelled thereto. 

12. A connector as claimed in, claim 11, wherein said 
snuffing member comprises a tubular member of poly 
oxymethylene with structural ?ller material. 

13. A connector as claimed in claim 12, wherein said 
structural ?ller material is a glass ?ber ?ller. 

14. A connector as claimed in claim 11, wherein said 
glass ?ber ?ller is'borosilicate. 

15. A connector as claimed in claim 11, wherein said 
condensing and diffusing means comprises an enlarge 
ment in said cavity with an inner diameter at least twice 
that of the bore of said snuf?ng member. 

16. A connector as claimed in claim 15, wherein said 
condensing and diffusing means comprises a con?g 
ured end face of said cavity confronting any pressure 
wave generated in said connector cavity. 

* * * * * 


